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         GEORGE FIRST RIDER 
          
              George First Rider of the Blood Reserve was born in 1904.  
         He had no formal schooling but became an accomplished horseman 
         and worked for a time on the rodeo circuit.  After working as a 
         farmer he ended up in jail as a result of alcoholism and theft.  
         He attributes his reform to his conversion to Christianity. 
              He prides himself on his ability as a storyteller and on 
         his knowledge of Blood culture, particularly the holy 
         societies, many of which he joined as a young man. 
          
          
         HIGHLIGHTS: 
          
         - The first Holy Lodge.  (A continuation from AA.027) 
         - Modifications to the Holy Lodge ceremony. 
         - Origins of the Group Smoking ceremony. 
         - Story of Po-Po who foresaw the death of a young man at a Holy 
         Lodge.   
         George First Rider:  Okay, I am going to tell a story again.  I 
         am First Rider and this is the Duck Moon (March).  It's the 
         fifth day of the Duck Moon and now I am going to tell a story 
         again.  I (First Rider) am giving the history of the origin of 
         the Holy Lodge.  I said before that I'd give the history of the 
         Holy Lodge as accurately as I can. 
          
         I (First Rider) wasn't actually standing by the Holy Lodge when 
         it started but the old people tell me the stories of the origin 



         of the Holy Lodge.  Finally I participated in the Holy Lodge.  
         I was an orderly and I had a crow feather headpiece.  My story 
         will come to that point.  It is going to take a long time to 
         tell the story of the Holy Lodge and now I am starting to tell 
         the story. 
          
         My previous story ended at the point when the people did not 
         have horses yet.  Those are the people that burn down their 
         lodge poles and they make offerings to the sun.  They donate 
         offerings to the sponsorer of a Holy lodge.  They all donate 
         offerings to the sponsorer of a Holy Lodge.  That was the time 
         when the Holy Lodge was burned down and it was erected and 
         supported at the base with stakes.  The people did not know to 
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e a 

 

me women will cut tongues.  They know beforehand that the 
 

ly Lodge was transferred to and the wise people carried on.  

w they have horses.  Farther back was the people that had 

that 

 got 

 

         fill the hole with dirt and tamp it down.  Then they leaned the 
         seven poles against the centre lodge pole. 
          
         The people tied offerings at the ends of each pole and finally 
         the offerings increased in number.  The people believed in 
         giving the sun dry goods.  That is how they operated the Hol
         Lodge and they kept on transferring the Holy Lodge to one 
         another.  Holy Lodges were constructed often.  The only tim
         Holy Lodge is not constructed was during the winter because 
         they can't dig a hole in the ground.  So that is how they 
         operated the Holy Lodge. 
          
         The people knew then that the only one that they will donate 
         offerings to is the true and honest woman.  Some men are very 
         jealous of their wives.  The only way the women will clear 

           themselves from being mistreated is to sponsor a Holy Lodge.
         It occurs if the people donate offerings to a woman that is 
         dishonest, and if she makes a vow to sponsor a Holy Lodge and
         for the people to donate offerings to her, if she takes other 
         men besides her husband she will not walk the earth long and 
         she will die and we will know she told a lie. 
          
         So
         woman that was taken up into the heavens, on account of her a
         buffalo was killed and the hide was cut in strips.  So that is 
         how they operated.  Things went on and the ones that actually 
         sponsored Holy Lodges all passed away and the ones that the 
          
          
         Ho
         Gradually the operations of the Holy Lodge started to improve. 
          
         No
         dogs for transportation.  Those people were all on foot.  
         People on foot means a person that has no horses, a person 
         wanders around.  It is like this.  He is a person here on 

s          earth.  He is a person on foot. A being that is in heaven i
         different.  That is what it means.  So those are the people 
         that were on foot. 
          
         When the people had horses and when horse travois were 
         invented, it's the same with the Horn Society, when they
         together.  The Blackfoot Indians gave up their Horn Society.  
         They rebuilt the Horn Society Bundles recently, that is why the



         Horn Societies in the two tribes are different.  The Blood 
         Indians operated in a different way, the Blackfoot Indians did 
         it in a different way.  In the first place the Horn Societies 
         operated the same way.  So that is how the first constructed 
         Holy Lodge was; everybody donated offerings to the sponsor of a 
         Holy Lodge. 
          
         Okay, when the people had horses it changed.  The people cut 
         tipi poles and tipis were invented.  The first tipis were very 

en we had tipis and the others had passed away, the ones that 

e Holy Lodge ceremony was called the Holy Turnip Dance.  I 

y 

led. 

 

Lone 

er.  Just lately my father, Dog Child, Wolf Shirt, and Eagle 

very wise woman said, "I will give an offering to the sun."  

. 

e owner of the Motoki tipi pole was offered a smoke and she 

         small tipis.  Not long before the first treaty in 1877, there 
         was a clan.  They were famous.  Their tipis consisted of thirty 
         buffalo hides.  Those are the people that have two fireplaces 
         in their tipis.  So that is how life is. 
          
         Wh
         went through transferals, so these are the only few things that 
         we operated by.  At this point, the thing was, people were just 
         having meetings about the constructing of Holy Lodges.  Almost 
         stopped.  They just kept on having meetings about the Holy 
         Lodge. 
          
         Th
         (First Rider) saw a Holy Turnip Dance; the North Peigan Indians 
         celebrate the Holy Turnip Dance.  It was just a few years ago 
         when they stopped celebrating the Holy Turnip Dance.  There is 
         no dancing in the Holy Turnip Dance.  There is no dancing in 
         the donating of offerings, and up to now the sponsorers of Hol
         Lodges did not dance.  It's just a performance in motions and 
         gestures.  So at that time the people were just gathering 
         together for the Holy Turnip Dance.  That is what it is cal
          

e wise people that tell stories to each other, it's the same          Th
         like the Horn Society.  The Scar Face clan are extinct - the 
         first ones that knew about the Horn Society.  Later on another
         clan carried on with the Horn Society and again later on 
         another clan took over and again another clan took over.  
         Battle was a member and Heavy Rolling Over.  Their clans also 
         managed the Horn Society and the Bull Shield clan also took 
          
         ov
         Speaker were the ceremonialists of the Horn Society.  Nowadays 
         the only ceremonialist of the Horn Society is Willie Scraping 
         White.   
          
         A 
         So she got the old men together and they had a meeting.  The 

          old men said, "Let us do it this way.  That Utility Bag Bundle
         owner has a digging stick, a rattle and a hide drum."  They 
         said, "The Motokikch got the Natoas."  As there is the tipi 
         centre pole so the Motokikch took the Natoas by the tipi pole
          
         Th
         gave up the Natoas and later she remade the Natoas again so 
         that is how the Motoki Society kept in operation.  The Motoki 
         tipi pole is the Natoas and when it was given away, as the 

          Motokikch have sexual intercourse with the men members.  The
         Motoki are dishonest.  They take other men.  I (First Rider) 



         told this story before.  The single women in the Motoki society 

e Motokikch made the snake that make you live a bad life and 

e 

e Motokikch did not have the digging stick and they did not 

e people had a meeting.  They said, "Let's put it this way.  

s have a dance in the Holy Lodge so that the man 

he 

es." 

e people said, "The Holy Lodge centre pole will be bigger 
d 

project at once.  
n 

         go to the men and when they have a sexual intercourse with a 
         man then they will have their dance.  If they don't have a 
         sexual intercourse they will not have their dance. 
          
         Th
         that gives you bad ideas and bad desires.  They invented the 
         snake medicine hats.  The snake represents the man's penis.  
         It's not in the Natoas.  The woman that is going to purchase 
         the Natoas doesn't take other men besides her husband.  The 
         woman that is going to take the Natoas will take her husband 
         for a partner.  Now the husband is going to have something 
         transferred to him besides his wife and their son will be th
         orderly. 
          
         Th
         have a rattle.  They didn't have the hide drum and they didn't 
         have a pipe.  The smoking pipe of the Utility Bag Bundle was 
         given to the sponsorer of a Holy Lodge.  The rattles are just 
         loaned to the Motokikch.  There is no offering rattle; there is 
         no offering rattle drum.  The Utility Bag Bundle owner supplies 
         the Motokikch.  And that one that sings the Holy Lodge songs, 
         the moon songs are the Utility Bag Bundle owner's songs.  If a 
         person that can sing the Utility Bag Bundle songs, he can sing 
         the moon songs.  There are a few of the songs. 
          
         Th
         The man is going to be a partner to his wife.  The woman was 

          never dishonest.  She never took other men besides her husband
         and she doesn't steal.  She doesn't quarrel with other women 
         and she doesn't gossip about a person.  She is just living a 
         gentle life but the husband is a bad person.  He steals 
         et cetera. 
          

ow, let u         "N
         will confess his bad life.  Now it turned out good.  The man 
         will wise up; he will not steal any more besides his wife.  
         Let's do it this way.  We will use it during the night.  We 
         will put the sweat lodge first and it is confusing.  During t
         night we will open the food containers and in the morning the 
         ceremony will start and the Holy Lodge centre pole will be 
         raised.  At this point the Holy Lodge is going to be 
         constructed the same way as we construct our Holy Lodg
          
         Th
         this time."  They said, "We will take the dirt out."  They di
         not say, "We will dig a hole for the centre lodge pole."  They 
         said, "We will take the dirt out.  If we take the dirt out all 
         of us will help to raise the centre lodge pole and we will set 
         it up in the hole and we will set up the rafter poles."  The 
         men said, "That is a very good idea.  And how are we going to 
         tie the poles?"  "We will tie the poles with strips of hide 
         like the strip of hide that was used to lower the woman from 
         the heavens."  "Okay, that is very good."  
          

e Holy Lodge committee didn't settle the          Th
         They dispersed and after a length of time they'd assemble agai



         and have a meeting over the same thing.  The sponsorer of the 
         Holy Lodge is now ready.  Tipi was constructed like the 
         original Holy Lodge, that is why tipis are framed with poles.  

w is it that there are going to be eight posts?  The group 

y 

e bush that the elk woman went into, the one that presented a 

 

s in a circle?  They said, "Why 

ot just take a hide.  What are we going to do?  Yes, we 

 

an that was given the offering, the crow feather head- 

         Only there is no centre pole to a tipi frame, only just the 
         crotch.  Now the tipi frame is similar to the construction of a 
         Holy Lodge. 
          
         The men said, "We will dig eight post holes and we will set up 
         eight posts and the seven poles will rest on the crossbeams. 
         There will be seven crossbeams."  Why is it built like that?  
         Yes, the woman that was taken up into the heaven, there were 
         the seven stars.  The seven stars are designed on tipis.  The 
         seven stars will be in the lodge that is going to be built for 
         the sun.  The seven poles represent the seven stars. 
          
         Ho
         stars are eight.  Okay, that is good.  There are seven rafter 
         poles and seven crossbeams.  One of the men said, "There are 
         the seven stars and these are the Sarcee seven stars."  The 
         Sarcee seven stars are the seven crossbeams.  So the project 
         was settled.  That is why the Holy Lodge is constructed the wa
         it is built.  The Holy Lodge was built for the sun. 
          
         Th
         dress, the walls of the Holy Lodge will be covered with young 
         trees.  The seven poles of the Holy Lodge are the seven stars 
         and the crossbeams are the Sarcee seven stars.  There are eight
          

sts and there are eight stars in the group stars.  That is          po
         how the story was told to me.  
          

w is it that the Holy Lodge i         Ho
         is it going to be in a circle?"  "Yes, when we look up in the 
         sky there is the campsite.  Okay, that is good.  We will have 
         it in that shape."  We will say when the old people did their 
         chores, when they told about their war exploits and what they 
         stole, now people will go into the Holy Lodge to perform and 
         confess.  The men are going to re-enact what they did in a 
         battle. 
          

e cann         "W
         will have it this way.  The hide was presented down from the 
         heavens.  Us, we will kill a buffalo and we will take the hide
         and it will be transferred, and a favorite child will cut the 
         hide." 
          

e wom         Th
         piece was transferred to her son.  There is no crow headpiece 
         yet.  What about the Utility Bag Bundle owner?  We will borrow 
         the crow feather headpiece that he has but he will transfer it 
         to us.  Okay, let us also take that.  The next meeting a man 
         came in.  He said, "The sun gave me his home.  Now the lodge 
         that is going to be built for the sun, it is given to me to 
         live that way.  I will have my bed in the Holy Lodge and I will 
         be in there for four days.  I will not eat and I will not drink 
         and I will see strange visions."  Okay, let us do it this way.  
         He is going to spend four days in the Holy Lodge.  The woman 



         will be in the centre of the camps all the time.  Now the 
         people have a camp circle.  Before the camps were not in a 
         circle, they were pitched here and there.  It is still like 
         that with the Blackfoot Indians.  When they start to cut hay 
         for feed they will pitch their tents in groups and they will 
         transfer their Horn Society Bundles.  That is the same way in 
         the earlier times.  (I said this so that the story will be 
         understood.) 
          
         Now in the camps - the Blackfoot Indians call them the camps, 

t the 

Holy 

e woman that makes lodges means she makes Holy Lodges for the 

e people, the ones that cut the tongues.  It occurred that 
 

crow feather was transferred to a person and the other crow 

 
       earth and then it was cut in narrow strips, then it was taken 

         the Blood Indians call them the circle encampment - the woman 
         should not eat too, so she doesn't have to go outside of the 
         camps to relieve herself.  She will not drink for four days.  
         So the woman was told what she will do and she agreed to 
         everything that she was told.   
          
         Now the lodge that is going to be built for the sun is going to 
         be constructed.  Bells are tied to the tipi smoke flaps. 
         Sometimes hoofs are tied, sometimes horse tails are tied a
         tip of the tipi smoke flaps.  The horse tail represents a 
         horse that was stolen from the enemy.  It is said that the 
         Lodge will be constructed.  The Holy Lodge was built in the 
         same way as a tipi and it is called a lodge. 
          
         Th
         sun.  Now the ceremony starts, the Holy Lodge, the Holy Woman's 
         tipi.  The crow feather headpiece is borrowed.  The ones that 
         are going to work are called the orderlies, so the orderlies 
         wore the crow feather headpiece.  The digging stick was also 
         borrowed from the Utility Bag Bundle owner and the Motokikch 
         gave the Natoas.  The Natoas will be transferred to the Holy 
         Woman, the crow feather headpiece and the digging stick.  She 
         will take the hide drum and the rattle back to the Utility Bag 
         Bundle owner.  The Holy Woman was also given the Utility Bag 
         Bundle Pipe.  It's the Utility Bag Bundle owner that is going 
         to officiate the transferal ceremony of the Holy Lodge.  The 
         man is not a man that doesn't cheat; he is just wise and has 
         the experience.   
          
         Th
         the ceremonialist sang the moon songs.  He sang the moon songs
         first.  There are seven moon songs.  He also sang the elk song. 
         There are also seven elk songs.  And then there is the badger 
         song, then there is the crow song.  The crow song is sung when 
         the crow feather headpiece is tied on the head.  The crow songs 
         are different in the Utility Bag Bundle song but the moon songs 
         are the same and the elk songs. 
          
         A 
         feather was transferred to the other person.  The people were 
         watching when the hide was brought in.  It was ochred from the 
         mane down to the tip of the tail.  The hide was cut from the 
         neck down to its tail and it was cut down on the other side 
         with its tail still attached.  The hide was ochred with white
  
         to the Holy Lodge.  The people were cutting the rails and the 
         posts were already up.  The seven crossbeams of the Holy Lodge 



         are the Sarcee seven stars.  The strips of hide were thrown on 
         the crossbeams.  The crossbeams are on the posts with a crotch 
         and they are tied down with the strips of hide. 
          
         A child was captured to cut the hide.  His relatives paid a lot 

 him.  He was a favorite child.  The cutting of the hide was 

 

the 

e centre lodge pole is cut.  It was said that the people tied 
pes to it and they dragged the centre lodge pole.  The camp 

 
es 

re set 
th the tipi poles that were used to raise the centre lodge 

nnot 

onsorer's lodge.  There were four old men and the transferer. 
 

lowing on his whistle 
all over his body with 

 
 

 the offerings they all went into 
rted to cut young trees and took them 

         on
         transferred to the child.  In the next construction of a Holy 
         Lodge a child will also be captured to cut the hide.  The child 
         that cut the hide the year before will take the payments of the
         new recipient.  A third child will be captured to cut the hide 
         and the previous owner will take the payments of the third 
         recipient.  So the sponsor of the Holy Lodge gets paid for the 
         last time for the cutting of the hide.  In every transferal 
         former owner gets the payments; that is how they operated. 
          
          
         Th
         ro
         circle was close to the river.  The centre lodge pole was 
         dragged out from the woods and to the centre of the camps.  The
         Holy Lodge was up like a corral at this point.  So tipi pol
         were tied together.  These are used to raise the centre lodge 
         pole.  They blew on their whistles; they were shouting and 
         making noise at it as they raise the centre lodge pole. 
          
         The centre lodge pole was erected and the rafter poles we
         wi
         pole.  The butts of the rafter poles were tied onto the 

          crossbeams and all the offerings were at the top.  They'd tied
         their offerings to the centre lodge pole.  Things that ca
         be put on top like their old parfleches, anything that they 
         want to dispose of.  They were late in putting up the centre 
         lodge pole. 
          

at made himself live like the sun went to the          The person th
         sp
         Each man took an incense tong and they held the hide drum on
         their right holding it with their left hands.  They held the 
         hide drum up to their armpits and there is only one song and 
         this one song is still sung today.  The lodge dancer was made 
         to dance to the Holy Lodge on this hide drum, so a song was 
         sung for the lodge dancer. 
          

ng song.)          (No words in the lodge danci
          
         I got no whistle now.  The dancer was b

ile he was dancing.  He was painted          wh
         yellow ochre.  The lodge dancer had plumes tied to his little 
         fingers, he held some sweetgrass in one hand and a wing fan in
         the other hand and he had creeping cedar for a head band and he
         had a headpiece of the crescent of the Moon.  The lodge dancer 
         was the first one to enter the Holy Lodge.  The drummers 
         drummed on the hide drum. 
          
         After the people had placed

e woods again.  They sta         th
         to the Holy Lodge and covered the rider with the trees. A 



         shelter was built for the lodge dancer at the back of the Holy 
         Lodge.  The floor was covered with creeping cedars.  Two holes 
         were made on each side of the door.  The holes were used for 
         burning the incense; creeping cedar was used to burn the 
         incense.  The lodge dancer slept in his shelter to get visions. 

en the man entered the Holy Lodge.  The man that was going to 

ay it occurred a person, we'll 

n me 

 burns the stick. 
 will quit, he will not be jealous of his wife any more, he 
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nfusion in erecting the Holy Lodge.  It got dark and how are 

to 

 what I am going to confess."  "You 
e right," they said and they built a fire.  And when the man 

re 
 

 

          
         There were no fancy home singers at that time.  The getting and 
         dragging of trees for the covering of the Holy Lodge did not 
         occur in those times.  The people that worked were all on foot.  
          
         The Holy Lodge was not very big; it was small.  It was night 
         wh
         make a confession, his friends all helped him.  Now they 
         suggested to build a fireplace. 
          
         The people of the past - let us s
         say now a person may be an abuse to his wife.  He may be also a 
         jealous man, mean and a liar.  He'd be already well-known for 
         his miserable life and now in the big assembly he takes a 
         stick. He says, "Sun, look at me.  You are looking at me now, 
         how jealous I am.  I am going to dispose of that jealousy i
         away.  Here it is.  I am going to burn it." 
          
         The man will burn his bad habit in life as he
         He
         will not beat his wife any more.  But if he beats his wife 
         again, his opponents, his young brothers and older brothers 
         that teases him will hear that he has beaten his wife again.
         They'd tell him, "You burned that jealousy of your wife and n
         you mistreat your wife again."  The men will grab the woman and
         they will tell her, "Now tell the truth.  If you don't tell the 
         truth we will kill you."  The woman will tell the truth.  
         She'll say, "Yes, he has beaten me up again."  Excrement will 
         be put in the husband's mouth and his back will be massaged
         with the excrement.  That is why they try hard to fulfill their
         promise, so that is what it is. 
          

There was a lot of work and          As it is night, they were late.  
         co
         they going to light the place?  They can't disperse in the 
         middle of the ceremony and performances.  They're scared to let 
         the Holy Lodge idle overnight and the lodge dancer is going 
         sleep in the Holy Lodge. 
          
         One man said, "I will burn
         ar
         told a story of a massacre that he was involved in, now to 
         build up the fire.  "I took a bow and arrows from the enemy at 
         such a place." He might have took a pipe or a black covered 
         pipe.  He will count four coups and then the sticks in the 
         fireplace were lighted and they went up in flames.  Sticks we
         piled by the fireplace by their opponents.  The coup counter
         told his friends, "You will help me.  Let us try and burn all 
         that wood."  If they don't burn all the wood, dirt will be put
         on their backs.  Except excrement will not be put in their 
         mouths.  The putting of dirt on a person's butt is just a part 
         of the play. 



          
         The sponsorer of the Holy Lodge had already confessed his life 

d his friends helped him.  One got up and said, "I did this 

kes another stick and counts a coup and said, "This is 
ill 
more 

nally the Holy Lodge was lighted.  There were no guns at that 

e lodge dancer was dancing and the other men were making fire 
dge concluded 

one 
 to 

e Utility Bag Bundle owner.  Drums were not invented yet.  

 
e following summer another Holy Lodge was put up and it 

ay 

       little different.   

l 
les are in existence at this time and the 
oly Lodge did not improve yet.  The people 
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         an
         and that at a certain and here I am burning what I stole."  He 
          
          
         ta
         something that I took from the enemy and here it is.  I w
         burn it."  Now the things that made him a chief are of no 
         use to him.  He has burned them which means that he is not a 
         chief any more so he was putting more sticks in the fireplace. 
          
         After the man got through counting coups his friend jumped in 
         and started to count coups and putting sticks in the fire and 
         fi
         time.  There were the four singers and the hide drum.  They 
         were singing the lodge songs. 
          
         (There are no words in the Holy Lodge song.) 
          
         Th
         and confessing.  The activities in the Holy Lo
         late in the night and they dispersed.  The lodge dancer slept 
         in the Holy Lodge to get a vision.  The very first lodge dancer 
         was the one that slept in the Holy Lodge.  The Holy Lodge 
         didn't improve yet at that time. 
          
         The Holy Lodge was very small and everything was over.  No 

ide drum were given back         made a vow.  The rattles and the h
         th
         The men were just confessing and the performance in the Holy 
         Lodge concluded and the people broke camp. 
          
         The sponsorer of the Holy Lodge now owns the Natoas.  The 

Bag Bundle owner.         digging stick was given back to the Utility 
         Th
         differed a little.  The Holy Lodge was constructed in the w
         as the first Holy Lodge was built but the operations were a 
  
          
         During the winter the Holy Woman's husband kept inviting the 
         men.  They did not have anything to do during the winter.  Al
         the transferable bund

ly Lodge but the H         Ho
         were having meetings frequently how to improve the Holy Lodge.
         The Group Smoking ceremony originated from the Holy Lodge.   As 
         the men have confessed all their wickedness, the men are old 
         and they have retired from going on the warpath.  The man that 
         is offering the smokes said, "Let us reinforce our powers.  I 
         invite you all tonight.  Come and attend and we will be smoking 
         and we will brighten up the things that were transferred to us
         He will be the ceremonialist."  They pointed at one of the 
         participants.  So they scraped the earth where they will burn 
          
          

men          the incense.  All the invited men came in and four very old 
         came in last.  They sat on the south side near the door and the



         ceremony started.  They prayed and they were smoking.  They 

g 
e four old men will 

nfess on the big offerings."  So they sang.  The old man that 

o 

 
 

re were no lunches prepared.  Later on they had 
nches and boiled tongue.  The Group Smoking ceremony 

as not 

e the story was Sun Man (Eagle 
ume). And Wolf Chief.  Both of these men sponsor Holy Lodges.  

e 

re supposed to be transferred. 
gle Plume and Wolf Chief were illustrating how the Holy Lodge 
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wo lynx tails were transferred to 
 and today I haven't transferred them.  I (First Rider) still 

hy my father sings the Holy Lodge 
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         were offering smokes to each other. 
          
         The four old men will open the ceremony.  "Okay, since we have 
         nothing to do," the ceremonialist said, "Since we have nothin
         to do let us sing the moon songs.  Th
         co
         sat near the door prayed.  "How is it that you don't know me?  
         I gave an offering at such a place."  The reason why I (First 
         Rider) didn't sing the songs it's because I am not going t
         tell the story of how the Group Smoking ceremony originated, 
         but I'll give the history of it in the future.  These four men 
         confessed all about their offerings.  The other participants 
         sang about the sacred bundles that were transferred to them. 
         There were no rattles.  The ceremony was just a pastime during
         the winter. 
          
         Later on the Group Smoking ceremony started to improve.  The 
         first Group Smoking ceremony was no good.  So they got through 
         smoking.  The
         lu
         originated from the Holy Lodge; that is why they used tongues 
         in the Group Smoking ceremony. 
          
         When summertime came a different woman made a vow.  It w
         mentioned what kind of vows that they made.  The story was 
         first told - the one that told m
         Pl
         They are the ones that told the story.  They told the story to 
         my father. My father, Little White Weasel Calf, sings for th
         Holy Woman.  My father, Little White Weasel Calf, sings the 
         Utility Bag Bundle pipe songs. 
          
         My father was the only man that I (First Rider) know that 
         officiated a four day transferal ceremony of the Utility Bag 
         Bundle pipe.  That is how they a
         Ea
         is operated to my father so that my father may sing the Hol
         Lodge songs accurately.  My father owned a Utility Bag Bundle.
         My father owned two Utility Bag Bundle pipes.  I (First Rider) 
         was too young; I did not know them.  When I got married my 
         father took two more pipes.  I (First Rider) took the lynx 
         tails from each of the bundles.  The song of the lynx tail is 
         fast.  Here is the song to the lynx tail.  I will sing it now. 
          
         WORDS IN THE LYNX TAIL SONG. 
          
         "My headpiece is holy." 
          
         This is the lynx tail song.  T
         me
         owned them.  So that is w

ngs.  My father, Littl         so
         songs.  He knows the elk song.  My mother does not sponsor Holy 
         Lodges.  My father officiates the Holy Lodge just by his 
         singing and knowledge.    
          



         Now the time came to put up another Holy Lodge.  The people of 
         the past are always moving; they never stay in one place.  They 

ffalo.  I (First Rider) mention this 
ed a clean life, and a handsome man 

r her only to eat tongues.  That is why they eat the tongues.  
 

ather said at the west entrance of the camp circle 

tied 

he 
 
7.  
at 
s 

is 

he Sun is saying few of the girls told the truth.  Ya-Ha-Hai, 
 

is floating up into space*.  You 
rls have fed him to the sun.  Take care of yourselves good." 

 

 

         move camps following the bu
fore.  A person that liv         be

         that is living, and real chief, the head chief of a tribe, a 
         man that never was defeated in his battles, and the best man of 
         all, we will say he is the only man that should eat tongues.  
         That is why the tongues are used in the Holy Lodge ceremony. 
          
         There is no other woman like the woman that sponsors Holy 
         Lodges.  When she was a young girl she did not admire the boys 
         and men.  For having the will power she had the qualification 
         fo
         So that is why they eat tongues.  The tongues are used for holy
         communion.   
          
         There is a man, his name is Po-Po.  He has telescopic vision.  
         He had his powers from the sun.  Women that help cut the 
         tongues.  My f
         on the north west side Po-Po came walking to the centre of the 
         camps. He wore a white cloth robe; he had it yellow ochred.  He 
         had an incense tong for a cane with a braid of sweetgrass 
         at the base of the crotch.  He (Po-Po) was walking towards to 
         the centre of the camp circle.  He came to the gathering. 
          
         The women that help to cut the tongues were all there.  Each 
         woman had her right hand raised; each woman held a tongue.  
         They were confessing.  It is still like that today; they 

nfess.  So that is where Po-Po sang.  This occurred in t         co
         year of 1877.  It is written that it was in the year of 1888. 
         People that tell the story say that it was in the year of 188

th         I (First Rider) have a writing here that I have.  It says 
         it occurred in the year of 1888.  People are saying that it wa
         in the year of 1887.  That is what they are saying.  I (First 
         Rider) believe that it happened in the year of 1888.  This was 
         at the time when the Indians had a rough and tumble with the 
         N.W.M. Police at a Holy Lodge.  
          
         Po-Po stood by the group of women that were confessing.  He 
         (Po-Po) sang.  Everybody listen to him as his predictions are 

  He held his cane against h         always true.  So he (Po-Po) sang.
          
         chest.  It is called He Is Using His Cane As A Horse.  He 
         (Po-Po) danced as he sang: 
          
         "T
         Ya-Ha-Hai.  You girls, there is a young man in the midst of
         you.  He is very sweet.  He 
         gi
          
         Everybody heard what he said.  The people went and got their 
         horses to get the material for the Holy Lodge.  That was where
         a young man was accidentally shot.  The name of the one that 
         was accidentally shot was Long Time Bird.  Long Time Bird was
         my father's friend.  Long Time Bird was accidently shot.  He 
         was shot in the back.  My father saw the wound of Long Time 
         Bird.  The woman that made a false confession was not a 



         virtuous woman.  After that she was considered a bad and 
         dishonest woman.  My father used to say at the time of the 
         accident and up until this time, "The woman's husband must be

he 
 
was 

going to sponsor a Holy Lodge.  When 
e made a vow to sponsor a Holy Lodge they built a sweat 

t.  
or 
a 
 

at 
The people knew then that there was 

ing 

l 
he 

d 

he loves will die. 
's just like sacrificing him to the sun. 

s 

ok after the tongues are not there, the man that is going to 
ficiate the Holy Lodge ceremonies will be sent for.  "There 

 
ve all day.  She will stay in one 

sition and when the sun goes down she will go out again. 

e 

         still punching her face." She was not a virtuous woman; s
         a bad woman after that.   
          
         The new sponsorer of a Holy Lodge.  As I (First Rider) have 
         said, the people keep moving camp following the buffalo.  The 
         one that made a vow is now 
         sh
         lodge.  They did not build the sweat lodge with one hundred 
         willows, they used birch.  "Now may her child recover fast.  
         She is going to sponsor a Holy Lodge."  The Holy Woman did not 
         participate in the sweat bath because she has started to fas
         Now the woman takes a father, the man that is going to sing f
         and look after her.  The man will go to a former sponsorer of 
         Holy Lodge and he will tell him, "Please transfer your Sun Dance
         bundle to that woman."  So this former sponsorer of a Holy 
         Lodge will be the new sponsorer's father.  It means that the 
         man will be the father of the woman that made the vow to 
         sponsor a Holy Lodge. 
          
         As soon as the man says, "Yes, I will transfer my Sun Dance 
         bundle to her," the woman immediately selects the girls th
         were legally married.  
         going to be a Holy Lodge in the coming summer.  This was dur
         the winter.  The people went on a buffalo hunt.  Tongues are 
         cut in a different way.  A tongue will not be damaged.  It wil

t         be cut very neatly and it will be taken out.  The man takes 
         tongue and he will tell his wife, "Take this tongue to the 
         woman that is going to sponsor a Holy Lodge.  Go with our chil
                               ------------------ 
          
         *'A young man floating up into space' means that one of the 
         girls that volunteered to cut a tongue for the Holy Woman has 
         made a false confession and the boy that s
         It
          
          
         and he or she will be painted for the tongue."  The woman take

hat are going to          the tongue to the Holy Woman. If the girls t
         lo
         of
         is a tongue that is brought in."  So the man goes to the Holy 
         Woman's tipi and he sees the tongue.  He immediately invites 
         the virtuous women.  Then the child that brought the tongue, 
         its face will be painted. 
          
         The Holy Woman has now started to fast and she will go out to 
         relieve herself before sunrise and she will eat before the sun
         rises and she will never mo
         po
         Maybe they eat one meal a day.  How many months will it take 
         during the winter?  In the Indian calendar there are seven 
         winter months and there are seven summer months.  It might tak
         ten months during the time Holy Woman didn't have a proper 
         meal. That is why the sponsorers of Holy Lodges get so thin.  



         Women are scared of the fasting; that is why they don't sponsor 

 

 have started at this point.  The songs 
e about the moon and the morning star.  The reason the songs 

 

 
dge.  This was done during the winter.  Summer will come and 

t as 

am going to close my story.  I will illustrate the other 
rt of the Holy Lodge where my illustration concluded.  Now my 
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      13,14 

     8 

, 
      13,14 

3,4,6-12 

         Holy Lodges any more. 
          
         The people are on a buffalo hunt and the tongues are brought in
         the Holy Woman's tipi.  The moon songs were sung continually 
         and the holy ceremonies
         ar
         are worded about the moon, it's because the moon is the life 
         and the morning for the food and for what is useful.  That is 
         how the songs are sung about the moon and the morning star. 
          
         The one that is going to sponsor a Holy Lodge got busy at this
         point.  I (First Rider) will explain it this way.  It was 
         before Christmas when they started to make plans for the Holy
         Lo
         the people will wait.  When the chokecherries and the 
         saskatoons are ripe then they will have the Holy Lodge 
         constructed.  They say that the berry soups are good at this 
         time. 
          
         At this point of my story the earlier Holy Lodge were no
         yet constructed as we have ours nowadays.  And now I (First 
         Rider) 
         pa
         stories will be numbered.  The story that I (First Rider) told
         is no. 1 and no.2, no. 3, and no. 4.  My stories will be 
         sequence. My stories will not mix.  They will be in sequence 
         and I will tell the other part of the story.  That is all. 
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